The Chinese Shaolin Arts
Buddhist or Christian?

by Jim Robinson, Investigator

Although I’ve always had a respect for the Shaolin Martial Arts, I never really studied it much. I just did foolish things in Chinatown for years at 3am, kicking boxes and throwing punches in windows when everyone else was sleeping. But what is the mystery of this martial art? I really like it.

The biggest question anyone can have about this art is whether or not the Chinese artist was a Christian or a Buddhist. The Buddhist is in pagan error, but the Christian has the Power of the Holy Spirit of Jehovah.

The study of the Shaolin Art dates back to 1500 years at its conception. Today it has been perfected, as you can see by the videos linked to the pictures here. It involves the study of animal movements such as praying mantis, tiger and monkey. The fluent movements come from the larger ball-and-socket joints, unlike many of the shorter and easier to learn movements of the commercially popular Karate and Tae-Kwon-Do.

In retrospect of Jim’s art, the common question among the people is, “Which art is better, the Sicilian

Ghetto Boys Study Robinson Literature
“It Changed My Life”

by Cal Ferrari, Staff Journalist

Jim Robinson has contributed a great amount to the Guccie Times based on his previous practice with his site jrartworks.org. That site is the culmination of about 27 years of religious studies, graphic design, photography and artwork which Mr. Guccione has used in his comparative religion for his Mafia.

We have received some reports of this literature actually reaching inner NYC ghettos and changing the life of some of the worst juvenile delinquents the city has ever known. One teen, a 15 year old named John, said, “It changed my life. I used to smoke pot all the time and I didn’t know any other way to enjoy life. I had strange girls and drank like a sieve. I got some real Satanic tattoos on arms illegally and I was going to bring them all together with a full-arm layout until I got saved. Although there was nothing I could do about the tats, I started reading the KJV instead of delving in LeVey’s books and listening to Black Sabbath. I stopped smoking pot and drinking, and I started to go to church. I wasn’t much into soul winning until I started a dog run. Instead of working my way to a human sacrifice I started going to Karate classes to learn how to fight to protect the girls of my Math class from gang boys. It gets expensive and I don’t have much money. I work as a dishwasher. But I make sacrifices so I can learn the art. My life is so much better now. I learned how to pray, too. Thanks, Jim. I’ve read all of your Soul Winner newsletters.”

Robinson was very pleased with the reports that came to his mailbox and emails. He says, “I’m not always right with my preaching, but it is as close to the AnaBaptist doctrine, the truth, that I could get. I just hoped I was reaching someone.”

Mr. Guccione said, “I am eventually going to put a cap on Robinson’s religious writings. That’s why I discontinued his Soulwinner.”
In America, if you were to censor music based on its religious affiliation, you would probably be stoned by the public. It is part of our freedom of religion. That freedom has been claimed in England, the source of a succession of Satanic music that acme into America during its development around the 1960’s when Rock-and-roll was en-route.

The heavy metal sound and philosophy developed along with the rebellious and sexually promiscuous rock and roll, and Black Sabbath was a leader in this movement. Claiming the rights to free speech and freedom of religion, they started a following of young white men who had a vehemence toward Christians, and they never really knew why. They were just teenagers who wanted to rebel. Little did they know the use of this kind of music and the classical conditioning it provided allowed them to be affiliated to black magic and Satanism.

All Satanism ever led to, whether it was in this form or the Freemasons, Aleister Crowley or Anton Lavey, is the sacrifice (organized, ritual murder) of innocent life. This is conducted by Baal, the Fallen Angel of Human sacrifice as mentioned explicitly in the KJV Bible (see lower left picture). Anton LeVey wrote the Satanic Bible which outlines philosophies for human sacrifice. The Jesuit Priest of the Catholic Church, hiding behind a Pharisee of good works, is responsible for the philosophies of these men.

Black Sabbath was a predecessor to the many anti-Christian bands of today. It wasn’t always the music as much as the growth of the rebellion and hate for Christians that made them popular.

Mr. Guccione said, “I’ve heard some of their music before, but I do not really listen to them. I know they were very popular in the 1970’s and 80’s.”
Protocol Saves the Detective
Troy’s French Possibly Cleared
by Cal Ferrari, Editor

The Guccie Times recently interviewed Mr. Guccione on the matter of his allegations against Detective French of the Troy Police Department. This is a talk-to-text record of that interview.

Guccie Times (GT): We would like to clear French on the matter of protocol. We feel the law limits the authority of a local detective so that it does not allow him to investigate the man at the top.

Jim Guccione (JG): I will grant him that, yes. He was good and honest to Robinson as per my conversation with him this morning. He cleared Robinson in having taken part in the $13,000 robbery from SEFCU.

GT: What about Judge McDonough? We feel that there may be a law on the books that prohibits the brandishing of an air gun—that it might be misunderstood as a real gun.

JG: It seems that the quiet suburb of Colonie was relatively good to Jim. He did his time now he is out perusing his career. I still do not agree to Murphy’s D Felony charge. The plea bargain may have been legal. This would all require further legal investigation.

GT: Very well then. We understand that it is possible that Murphy may be being held in custody for his second cuffing of Robinson, that it did not follow proper protocol for a questioning. Would you consider that second cuffing a breach of his office if in fact the top dog threatened his wife and kids, and that

The Quad
If French is Out, Who’s In?
By Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

The Guccie Times has not closed Robinson’s case yet because even though SEFCU gave Jim his money back, they are claiming that it is only provisional and dependent upon the outcome of French’s investigation. But, as per the above article, we want to rule French out. But Mr. Guccione says, “We can only rule out French if we rule in someone else. There always has to be a quad.”

After long consideration of Robinson’s investigations, we have determined the possibility of the Assistant DA, a male of Italian or like decent, to be a possible suspect if not in the actual identity thief but a accessory or even the man at the top. We have ruled out the Chief DA of Albany, Mr. Soares, because of his ethnicity—he does not fit the mold of a Mafia, which in this case what we believe to be Italian/Sicilian. But is there a male member on his staff who can be a suspect? Did he in fact bargain with McDonough for Jim’s plea bargain that landed him 2.5 months in jail and gave place for the caller to transfer the stolen $13,000? We asked Mr. Gucciocene:

“I would consider a legal entity that went bad, he says. “It seems that the Assistant DA, a male who fit the profile of an Italian/Sicilian ethnicity would have tried to preserve the Di-Carlo’s kingdom and was instrumental in not giving Spitzer what he deserved. But because Jim is anti-stripper, he proceeded to convict Jim and set him up for an identity theft that would cause intense fear in Jim’s feeble mind.”

So then, French is out and the Assistant DA is in with McDonough, Murphy and the Caller. That makes the quad. The elimination of McDonough based on the fact that it is actually a felony to brandish a toy gun even if it is not used as a weapon (not pointed at anyone) is pending depending on legal research which we hope can be contributed by John Turi, the Troy Public Defender pro-bono.

If Murphy has ties with the Assistant DA, and he snitches on him, he’s out also. He gets a promotion and the Assistant DA gets charged with conspiracy against Robinson.